
New Student Welcome Screen
• Uses a growth mindset narrative to explain in the most 

easily readable terms what SMI College & Career is 
and how it works

• Designed to reduce the amount of anxiety students 
experience during testing

• Provides positive encouragement to students just prior 
to beginning the test

• Improved question bank with more  
consistent adaptive technology

• Elevated testing experience for students

• More consistent data for educators

• Updated student proficiency analytics

• New opener with a positive message  
to boost students’ confidence

What’s New in Version 2.4?

How the New Proficiency Reporting Works

New Proficiency Band Reporting in SAM:

• Built-in progressive performance levels  
gradually increase throughout the year 
For example, 6th grade students are compared to 5th grade 
proficiency in the fall and gradually progress to spring-based 
performance levels over the course of the year.

• Students ease into the new school year’s 
proficiency expectations, lowering anxiety 
for teachers and students

• Prompts early awareness of student growth

Note: Progress to College & Career Report and Performance-Level Growth Report are both temporarily disabled, as a result of this change.

Student Analytics—Test History Report

OLD—Static: Spring Performance Levels Year-Round
NEW—Progressive: Prior Year Performance Levels in  
Fall, Progressing to Spring Performance Levels Over the Year
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Best Practices for Administering Assessments
New Suggested Guidelines for SMI College & Career 2.4

Administration time will be 5–7 minutes longer on average with this new release.

Invalidation & Retesting:
It may be necessary to invalidate a student’s test following an administration.  
The following are some of the reasons why a student’s test might need to be invalidated: 

Students whose tests are invalidated as a result of these circumstances should be reset and retested. 

On occasion, teachers may also request that a student be retested because they do not feel the 
student performed up to his or her potential. Teachers should get approval from the administrator in 
the building and then proceed with resetting and retesting the student.

• Student received help from another student.

• Student answered randomly and carelessly.

• Student refused to take or continue the test.

• Student was unable to comprehend directions 
or questions. 

• Student exhibited disabling anxiety.

• Student becomes ill prior to or during the test. 
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Reminders
• Limit large-scale SMI College & Career administrations to three times a year whenever possible to allow 

sufficient time for student growth. Four and five administrations are acceptable to show growth as needed.
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Connect with us:

• SMI College & Career is an adaptive assessment, which 
means that some students may encounter questions 
that seem very difficult for them, and you will need to 
emphasize that they should do their best and move on.  

• Targeting students based on ability prior to their first  
administration is GOOD when you have knowledge 
about the student. Not targeting is BEST when you  
have no knowledge about the student.


